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when he started as a child actor in canada in 2002, bieber was just a teenager with a cute haircut
and a huge voice. in 2007, a decade later, he was so hot that he had almost singlehandedly restored
the pop-music reputation of the ex-beacon of teen pop, britney spears, who had just been accused of

having married her childhood stalker. if spears was the pop-music equivalent of a jilted girl who
vowed never to trust men again, bieber was the boy who had grown up. he sounded like a different
kind of singer, more than a cross between spears and prince; a more-manly prince, if you will. he

was sexy. he was a british teen sensation. and, more importantly, he was a believer in the power of
music to bring people together. it was a vision of pop music that would prove to be extremely

influential. justin bieber was born in 1994, when the popular music he grew up with was the beatles
and nirvana. he was an almost-child prodigy, a baby singer who was already pouring out songs on
youtube by age 4. in 2009, he scored his first no. 1 hit, baby, when he was just 15 years old, and

started a tour of arenas to promote his first album. at the time, the pop world was undergoing
something of a retro-futurist transition. rihanna and usher had recently abandoned the kitschy, disco
sound of the late '90s for an edgier, abrasive, radio-friendly sound. and r. kelly was at the height of
his powers, having released the blockbuster album, trapped in the closet, which sold more than 5

million copies. in 2010, bieber was the fresh-faced new kid on the block, but he was also one of the
biggest pop stars in the world. he had risen from nowhere to become the first canadian to top the

billboard hot 100 chart with a single since celine dion. he was the biggest pop star in the world, and
he seemed barely old enough to drink. when he turned 18, he was quoted as saying, my favorite

things are pizza, burgers, and justin bieber. but the local papers also reported that he liked to go out
for drinks with friends and hang out in bars.
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the album is a collection of intimate snapshots of bieber and his then-girlfriend, model hailey
baldwin, enjoying a respite from the world. it boasts the pairs first-ever co-headlining tour, and the
first time theyre sharing a stage. some of the effortless relationship-building on you and i is echoed

on the title track, which finds baldwin singing over the songas simple piano chords. theres no
shortage of heart on the album, however, as songs like i love you and the title track are the perfect
example of the simplicity that comes with true love. of course, its the bright, sunshiny ballads that

truly shine. in contrast to its predecessor, map of the soul: 7, which was a sort of emotional roadmap
through bieber's personal struggles, justice is a more relaxing listen. its atmosphere is defined by the

calm coastal escapism that bieber exudes in baldwin. he croons about the moment when a
relationship really starts to soar, and the song as a whole is a celebration of finding peace and

comfort in each others company. justin bieber : my world 2.0 is a compilation album by justin bieber.
its the 2nd compilation album released by justin bieber. it was released on november 8, 2018. its

lead single was "i'm the one" and it was supported by its music video that was released on october
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12, 2018. this album is not the best of the jb series, but it is a good starting point to get more of his
best songs. if youre looking for a good collection of songs to listen to, this is a good one. the main
purpose of this article is to tell you how to listen to justin bieber album. the album is divided into

three parts, and there is a total of 14 songs included in the album. let's go to the next step.
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